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ABSTRACT
This report covers work done under NASA Grant NCR 09-015-002. The transfer
function of the rctroreflcctor array carried by the LAGEOS satellite (1976 39A)
O
has been computed at three wavelengths: 5230, G943, and 106000 A. The range
correction is given for extrapolating laser range measurements to the center of
gravity of the satellite. The reflectivity of the array has been computed for estimating
laser-echo signal strengths.
I I
OPTICAL AND INFRARED TRANSFER FUNCTION
OF THE LAGEOS RETROREFLECTOR ARRAY
David A. Arnold
1. INTRODUCTION
This la the fifth in a series of reports giving transfer functions for satellites vith
retroreflector arrays (Arnold, 1972, 1974, 19V5a,b). A special analysis has been
o
done for the Infrared cube corners designed for use with lasers operating at X = 106000 A.
The optical transfer function of the array was measured experimentally at Goddard
Space Flight Center before the satellite was launched (Fitzmaurice, Minott, Abshire,
and Rowe, 1977). Some preliminary transfer function analyses done on an earlier
design of the satellite are given (Weiffenbach, 1973).








The cube corners on Lageos have a circular entrance face I'.'S (3.81 cm) in
odiameter, which gives an aperture of 11.4009 cm . The length from vertex to face
is 1.096 In. (2.78384 cm). The optical cube comers arc made of fused silica and
rely on total internal reflection rather than reflective coatings on the back faces.
The dihedral angles between the back faces are 90° + K'25 ± OV5 in order to compen-
sate for velocity aberratiorv. The infrared cube corners are made of single-crystal
germanium and are also uncoated. The dihedral angles between the back faces are
90e ± OV5 with no offset.
The index of r fraction of the fused silica is 1.455 at 6943 A and 1.461 at 5320 A.
o
The refractive index -i the germanium rabe corners at 106000 A is 4.003. The surface
flatness tolerance is \/lO peak to peak for the optical cubes and X/4 for the infrared




3. GEOMETRY OF THE ARRAY
The Lageos satellite is a sphere 60 cm in diameter with 426 retroreflectors dis-
tributed over the surface (Figure 1). Four of the cube corners are made of germanium
for infrared wavelengths and the other 422 are made of fused silica for use at visible
•wavelengths. The sphere consists of two hemispheres bolted together. The cube
corners are arranged in rings about the pole of each hemisphere. Table 1 lists for
each ring, the number of cubes, the latitude, and the angle between the cubes as meas-
ured from the axis of the hemisphere.

















































Adjacent rings having the same number of cubes are meshed in order to get as
many cubes on the sphere as possible. The cubes in ring two are positioned above
the space between the cubes in row one. The cubes in rings three and four arc
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Fipurc 1. The Lat;cos satellite.
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fThe retroreflcctors are recessed slightly below the surface of the sphere in
order to prevent them from being damaged during handling. This recession, together
with the fact that the front face of a cube corner is flat, places the center of the front
face closer to the center of the satellite than the surface of the sphere. The cube
corner is held In place by upper and lower mounting rings, which fit over tabs pro-
jecting from the cube corner. In order to minimize thermal conductance across the
mounting tabs, there is a slight clearance between the tabs and the rings. The outer-
most hole into which the cube corner assembly is placed is 2.3813 cm In radius and
1.0236 cm deep (figure 2). The bottom of the mounting rings are therefore
-2.3813 - 1.0236 = 28.8818 cm
from the center of the sphere. Adding to this the distance from the bottom of the rings
to the center of the tab (0. 3436 cm) and the distance from the center of the tab to the
front face of the cube corner (0.3810 cm) places the front face at 29.807 crn from the
center of the sphere.
Figure 2. Cube-corner mount assembly.
Since the cube corners have no reflective coating on the back faces, retroreflectlon
is by total internal reflection, which occurs only for certain directions of the incident
beam. Any beam making an angle of less than about 17* with the normal to the front
face will undergo total reflection. Beyond 17", only certain azimuths give total
reflection. In order to make the transfer function of the sphere moie independent of
satellite orientation, the cube corners have been int>talled so as to give a uniform dis-
tribution of orientations. In this way there Is no satellite orientation where all the
cube corners at greater than 17° incidence angle arc either all totally reflecting or
not totally reflecting, which would give an anomalous transfer function.
The coordinate system used to describe the geometry of the array is as follows.
The position and orientation of each cube corner in the array are given by the six
numbers, x, y, /., 0, 4>, a. The origin of the x-y-/. coordinate system is the center of
the satellite. The angles 0 and <> a: 2 given in an x'-y'-/.' coordinate, which is parallel
to the x-y--/. system (Figure 3a). The angle a i.s shown in Figure 3b. The (3 and -y axes
point east and north, respectively; in other words., y i-s -n the direction of decreasing
$, and ft is in the direction of increasing 0.
o) b)
Figure 3. Coordinate system for cube-corner orientation.
Table 2 lists the position and orientation of the cube corners in the array,
Table 2. Cube comer positions (m) and orientations (degrees).
a) Infrared cube corners
RING RETRO x Y z THETA PHI ALPHA
1 10 I 0.00000 0.00000 .29007 0.000 0.000 115.000
2 3 I .27300 .02776 -.11638 S.flOb 112.982 170.000
2 2 11 ..U515 .232B7 -.11638 12l.<?36 112.982 150.000
2 3 21 -.U515 -,232«7 -.IU38 238.065 112.9B2 130.000
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In computing the reflectivity of the Lagcos retroreflector array, tha cube corners f *'
s ihave been modeled us Isothermal, geometrically perfect reflectors (except for tho i ?
dihedral-angle offset) with no reflecting coatings on the back faces. The change in 5J j
phase and amplitude on reflection from the back faces is computed for either ordinary
reflection or total Internal reflection, depending on the incidence angle at each face.
i !
The changes on IransnxisBion through the front face arc also computed.
I I
Computation of the ran^e correction includes a correction for the optical path I •
length of the ray within the cube corner. The range correction is the difference i
$ ibetween the centroid of the r.ctua! return signal and the ccntroid of the return signal ^ ;
that would be received from a point reflector at the center of gravity of the satellite. s :
S *
The correction listed is the one-way correction. S <
t,
The reflectivities and range corrections presented in all the tables are for the ^ -
Incoherent cs.se; tnut lr.f the intensities of the reflections are added without taking t ',
Into account coherent Interference among the reflected signals from the individual „ ; <
cube corners. A. i
i *V
The variation of the range correction due to optical coherence has been derived | ;
by statistical analysis of a set of coherent returns, which was cor.uruct4.nl by assigning \ i
random phases to the reflection from each cube comer by means of a pseudo random- 3 *
number generator. Since the computer time required to comjmtc a coherent return
increases as the square of the number of cube comers, the calculations were done
\\ith a reduced array obtained by omitting about a third of the cul»e corners. The total
contribution of the omitted cuhe£ is about 0. "2*7 of the return energy because they reflect k {
by ordinarv reflection rather than total internal reflection and are at large Incidence | '
angles, and thus have small effective apertures. Reduced arrays have also been used in } 1
diffraction calculations. Kxcept when the calculations have been performed for specific '< !
values of velocity aberration, the curves in Figure 6 (Section G), giving the average jj S
reflectivity «>f Uu.' cube corners between velocity alx-rrations of 32 and -II unul; h.iw • A •
been used to compute the strength of tho reflection from each cube conu-i. Tin- curve ^ :







The data contained in the tables presented later can be used to estimate signal |
strengths for laser ranging by use of the following equation: ]
I '
! ! '•! *
where - '
N = number of photoelectrons, ' : -
E = transmitted energy, ; j
h = Planck's constant, \
v = frequency of laser light,
G™ = "gain" of transmitter,
Ac = active reflecting area of satellite,
GS = "gain" of satellite array,
An = area of receiving telescope, | «
T = atmospheric-transmission factor, • { •
R = range from station to satellite, f <
rj = constant, which Include* the quantum efficiency of the photomultipllcr * i
and the optical transmission factors of the transmitter, the satellite, | ~,
and the receiver. i ,
|1
If the transmitted beam Is a uniform spot of solid angle n_, the "gain" function | <
of the transmitter is i Ij :
T = o * "* 'T
 i\
7 *The gain functions in this equation do not contain the factor of 4w used in the standard 1
definition of gain. Those given in later sections can be converted to the standard J '
definition by multiplying bv -Ui. The signal-strength equation above can b« converted f;
2 ^to the standard definition of gain by adding the factor l/(4tr) . |





6. OPTICAL CUBE-CORNER REFLECTIVITY
The reflectivity of the Lageos optical cube corners is given below as a function
of incidence angle. The angle $ is measured from the normal to the front face, and
the angle 0 is the angle to the projection of the incident beam onto the front face; both
these angles are shown in Figure 4. In each graph of Figure 6, the upper curve is the
total reflectivity and the lower curve is the average reflectivity in the annuius between
U2 and 41 ^rad from the center of the reflected beam in the far field, which is approxi-
mately that region of the far field observed during laser ranging because of velocity
aberration. All curves are normalized to unity at normal incidence. The total reflec-
tivity at normal incidence is proportional to the area ot the front face, which is
211.4009 cm for a circular cube corner of radius 1.90!> cm. For a perfect reflector
9
of the same aperture, the gain at the center of the far-field pattern would be G - A/XT,
\\herc A is the area, X. the wavelength of the incident bi'am, and G the gain as definc-d
in Section 5. <The standard expression for gain in tl \f> case is 4irA/\'~.) The program
used to compute the reflectivity of the Lnguos cube corners is normali/.ed such th:it2
A/X, is unity. The average intensity computed by this program between ,12 nnd 41 niad
is 0.02G2 at 5320 A and 0.0291 at 6943 A. To convert the reflectivities in tin- annulu




Figure 4. Direction of incident bcum.
J
and
G5320 ~" °'0262 <AA§320) = 1-0554 X 108
GG943 = °'0291
The reflectivity of a cube corner depends on the polarization of the input beam.
The reflection losses on entering and leaving the front face arc different for the
components of the radiation parallel and |>erpcndicular to the plane of incidence. \STien
the light is reflected from each of the back faces there is a change in phase for the
parallc! and perpendicular components of the radiation if the incidence angle is large
enough to give total internal reflection, and a change in amplitude for each component
if the incidence angle is less than the critical angle. It is possible for only one of the
three back faces to lose total internal reflection at a time. The total reflectivity curve
was generated by computing the active reflecting area and then correcting for all
reflection losses assuming that the light is unpolari/.ed at each encounter with a sur-
face. The reflectivity in the annulu^ was computed for a circularly polari/ed input
beam and all reflections and transmissions are treated rigorously. In general, the
reflectivity in the annulus falls off more rapidly than the total reflectivity because
diffraction spreads the beam more as the effective reflecting area decreases.
Since the front face of the cube corner is circular, the active reflecting area is
independent of the azimuth angle 0. However, the reflectivity depends on 0 primarily
because of loss of total reflection, and to a lesser extent because of polarization
effects. The reflectivity repeats exactly every 120* in 0 starting at any of the three
real back edges, uhich &rc at 0 = -30°, 90°, and 210". The cutoff angle for total
internal reflection is symmetrical about the centers of each 120° interval, which arc
at C = +30% 120% and 240°. The cutoff angle «>, for total internal reflection is given
from 0 = -30" to +90* in Table 3, for n = 1.4(51 and 1.455, the refractive Indices at
«
5320 and G943 A, respectively. The cube corner never loses total internal reflec-
tion at 0 = 30". The cutoff angle listed for this aximuth is the angle uhcre the active
reflecting area goes to 7.cro. This angle is computed from the formula
24
= 30°) = sin"1 (n sin
where
r = the radius of the front face (1.905 cm),
f = the length of the cube corner (2.7838 cm),
n = the index of refraction.
\\1icn the incidence angle is pa.st the limit for total reflection, the cube corner reflects
by ordinary reflection at one of the back (aces. Figure 6-15 .shows a detailed plot of the
total reflectivity as a function of <> in the vicinity of the cutoff angle 6 , \shtch is
16!505 for this case. The curve shows a discontinuity in slope at the cutoff angle, and
the reflectivity decreases rapidly just past the cutoff. One degree past cutoff, the
reflectivity is down to 42'I of the value before cutoff, and t\\o degrees past, it is < k > \ \ n
10 2tfX.










































The reflectivities listed in Table 4 are nearly symmetric about 8 = 30° because
the total reflection cutoff is symmetric about this azimuth. The slight asymmetry
is due to an asymmetry in the input polarization. The circular polarization vector
used as input has components of equal magnitude perpendicular and parallel to the
x
plane of incidence and a phase difference of 9G° between the components. Figure 5
shows the input polarization vectors just before and just after 8 = 30°. It is apparent
that to obtain polarization symmetry about 0 = 30°, UJP direction (or sign) of E .
should be reversed when the symmetry angle is crossed. Some computer runs have
been done reversing the sign, and exact symmetry is obtained. Since the polarization
asymmetry is small, only the curves for 9 = -30° to +30° have been plotted in Figure 6.
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10 15 2O 25 30 35 <K> 45 50 55 60
Figure 6(1—15). Total reflectivity (upper curve) and average reflectivity in the 32- to
41-jirad annulus of the far-field pattern (lower curve) fcr a Lageos
optical cube corner. The angles 0 and <£ are defined in Tigure 4; the
angle 0 and the wavelength X are Jtsted for each set of curves.
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Figure 6-8. 0= -30*. X= 6943 A.
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Figure 6-15. Total reflectivity for n Logons optical cube comer in the vicinit\ of the
cutoff for total internal reflection (0 = -30°, X - (.0 13 A).
42
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7. VARIATION OF TRANSFER FUNCTION WITH SATELLITE ORIENTATION %
The surface of the Lageos satellite is covered as uniformly as possible with cube
corners to make the reflecting properties nearly independent of satellite orientation.
Four of the cube corner locations have germanium reflectors for use by infrared
lasers. Replacing an optical cube with a germanium cube, which is opaque to visible \
light, reduces the range correction by about 1.6 to 1.7 mm for a beam incident per-
pendicular to the face of the culc corner. The change in range was calculated by using
o
the reflectivity curves for 5320 A, with a 0. 2-nsec incident pulse, and by computing
the range correction for cenlroid, half-area, half-maximum, and peak detection
methods.
I
A set of 138 sampling points was distributed over the surface of the sphere to \
study the variation of the transfer function with satellite orientation. The reflectivity
o *
curves for 5320 and 6943 A were used to compute the reflectivity (in equivalent num- ..,
ber of cube corners) and centroid range correction at each point. The rms variation ;•
of the centroid range correction is 0. 85 mm and the variation of the reflected energy
is about G or 7% over all satellite orientations. The difference between the maximum <
and minimum range corrections is 4. 5 mm. The average range correction at each $
latitude has also been computed to look for systematic effects. Except at the north i
pole where there is an infrared ~ube corner, the average range corrections at all \
•> «?
latitudes are contained within a 1-mm interval. The variation of the transfer function ' 7
. t
at points other than the location of germanium reflectors is due mainly to cube comers |
going in and out of total internal reflection, and, to a lesser extent, to differences in <
the configuration of the cube corners from different viewing angles. For the purpose s
of making more detailed studies of the transfer function, the sampling points have been I
looked at individually to find one \\hose properties are close to the average for all I
orientations. The point at 0 = 20", <j> = 150° has nearly the average reflectivity, range \




R cos $ - I Vn2 - sin2 <*> ,
where
R = the distance from the center of the satellite to the front face of the
cube corner (23.807 cm),
4> = the incidence angle on the cube corner,
I = the length of the cube corner (2.7638 cm),
n = the index of refraction.
The cutoff angles (6) for the cases listed are from Table 3 in Section 6.
The total range spread is a little over 12 cm. Total internal reflection is
guaranteed for a little more than the first centimeter. Since the cube corners are
spaced about 10* from each other on the surface, a beam incident in the center of a
square of reflectors could be up to about 7e from the nearest cube corner. The
apparent reflection point for 4> = 7° and n = 1.4G1 is 0.2553 m. Therefore, the \nj\i





An important factor affecting the range accuracy obtainable from a rctroreflector
array is the spread in range along the line of sight of the cube corners contributing
to the reflected signal. The return from Lageos comes from a spherical cap whose
angular radius is the cutoff angle of "the cube corners. In addition to the angle where
the active reflecting area goes to zero, there Is a sharp decrease in reflectivity when |
the incidence angle on a cube corner goes past the cutoff for total internal reflection. j
Table 5 below lists the apparent reflection points along the line of sight measured from j
the center of the satellite for three cases: the earliest possible reflection point (a |
cubs corner whose face is normal to the incident beam); the earliest point where a |
cube corner can lose total internal reflection; and the last possible reflection point j
where the active reflecting area goes to zero. The apparent reflection point as a
funcUon of the angle <}> between the incident beam and the normal to the front face of
the cube corner is given by the expression (
45
































Earliest T. I. R. cutoff
Latest reflection point
Latest reflection point
Figures 7(a-c), are histograms of the contribution to the reflected signal from
each 1-cm interval along the line of sight stalling from the earliest reflection point.
The origin of the distance scale is the center of the satellite. Table 6 lists the data
used to plot the histograms. The calculations \\crc done using the refiectivitj curves
of Figure 6. Over half the return energy comes from the first 1-cm intcr\al. and
over 90% comes t'rom the first 4-cni interval. The centroid of the first two histograms
is at 24.25 cm, wMch is 1. 50 cm in back of the first reflection point. The effect of
loss of total internal reflection in concentrating the energy toward the earliest ieduc-
tion point can be seen by omparing the second histogram wi th the third, which is the
energy distribution that \\ould be obtained by coating the back reflecting faces of (Tie
.cube corners. The centroid, if the cubes were coated, would be at 0.2314 m, \\hich
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Figure la. Reflectivity histogram of Lageos using the reflectivity curve of Figure G
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Figure 7b. Reflectivity histogram of Lagcos using the reflectivity curve ol Figure fi
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Figure 7c. Reflectivity histogram of Lageos using the reflectivity curve for cube
corners with reflective coatings on the back faces (X = G943 A).
49
Table 6a. Percentage of total return In each 1-cm interval starting from the earliest








































































1-cm interval stalling from the earliest


















Table 6c. Percentage of total return In each 1-cm interval starting from the earliest
apparent reflection point (X = 6943, coated cube corners).
% of total
Interval return Cumulative %
1 31.86 31.86
2 18.77 50.63




7 6.39 95.97 t
8 0.69 96.66 1
- t a
9 1.93 98.59 ]
10 1.02 99.61 I
11 0.30 99.91 ]
12 0.08 100.00 ]
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9. ARRAY REFLECTIVITY
This section presents information on the reflectivity of the Lageos array that
can he usod to estimate signal strengths by use of the formula given in Section 5. The
array reflectivity is given by the cross section, which is the product of the reflecting
area and thn gain. In computing the diffraction pattern of the array, it is essentially
the cross section that is computed. The gain can be computed by dividing the cross
section by the reflecting area, which must be determined separately. The reflecting
2
area can be computed by multiplying the area of one cube corner (11.4009 cm ) by
the equivalent number of cube corners, which can be obtained using a reflectivity
curve normalized to unity at normal incidence. The total reflected energy is equiva-
lent to 12.60 cube corners at X = 5320 A and 12.33 cube corners at X = 6943. Multi-
plying these by the area of one cube gives 0.014361 and 0.014052 m" at 5320 and
6943 A, respectively. These are the areas to be used with the gain n.atrices of this
section for computing signal strength. The effective number of cube comers can also
be computed from the reflectivity curves in Section G. The average effective number
of cube corners over all orientations using these curves are 9.88 and 12.21 at 5320
and G943 A, respectively. Multiplying these values by the area and gain of one cube
5 >
at 5320 and 6943 A. (In standard units of gain and cross section, 15 X 10° m and
12 X ioG m2
definition.)
/* O /" O
corner at normal incidence gives cross sections of 1.198 X 10 m" and 0,958 X 10 m"
f*
10  are obtained, respectively, because of the factor of 4ir in the standard
The gain matrix of the Lageos array has been computed for 5320 and 6943 A,
with dihedral angle offsets of 0.75, 1.25, and 1.75 arcsec, and linear and circular
polarization of the incident beam. In addition, an equal mixture of 0.75-, 1.25-, and
1,75-arcsec offsets has been used in an attempt to simulate the mixture of offsets
present in the actual cube comers. The gain matrices are given in Table 7. The
angles 0. ard 0,,, in microradians, are defined in Figure 8. The angle 0_ is in the
direction of decreasing <}> in the plane containing the 2 axis and the direction touanl the
Illuminating laser (the vector V). The angle 0. is normal to the plane in the direction
A —k






Figure •<. Oiffraclion-pnttcrn coordinate system.
Table 8 shows hew the array gain Junction varies with velocity aber ia t ion. YK
first column is the magnitude of the velocity aberration in micror.idians, ai . ' l IN -i i • >!
is the array gain function in units of 10 . In the: computer-plotted gi . iph, th ».im tu'u
tion increases to the right and the velocity aberration. down UK page. 'i In. i, nn iu"-..1-
tion is Die average value around a circle in the tar field w i t h radius c<|u.il to the
velocity n DC r ration. The second part of each table }O\es the joot-inear.-^qii.nx i n n - )
variation of the pain u round the cirele.
Figure 9 consists vf. contour plots of the gain-function mai l ires given ir. T.ilik- 7.
Circles have been drawn with radii of :$2 and II jirail to mark the min imum .md uu iv i - -
muni values of velocity alx;rr.itioti. 'I he contour levels plotted aie H, 1, 2, .md 1 x» 10 ,
The position of peaks in the pattern is indicated by asterisks. '1 he contour plots U-i
linearly polari/vd illumlna'ion .show nri asymmetry consisting ol ihimbbel!-sha|.i J (•' i -
tours aiigii'.-d w i th the electric vector of the inciJcnt i l lumina t ion . \t .'{.'> |n. id I > O I M i'">
center of the pattern, the intensity in the blight lobes is alxuit r. f.ietor of 2 ' ih«M in >"
at points 'J0° away from the bright lolx-s. The a.:ymmetr\- disappcai s if L imi l irh
|X)lari/ed i l lumination is used. Test runs sho\s that the asymmetiT »!• ;<• di >.ip| « • • . ! . n
there is no d'hedral angle offset 01 if the b:iek faces haw metal ?oatlngs.
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Klfun 0-U CirouUr polirt.Xioo, I . r:; (mlxnl dihedral angtw). X • 6X3 A.
Table 9 gives the average gain In the 32- to 41-jurad annulus for each of the array
diffraction patterns computed. At 5320 A the strongest signal is obtained with the
1.25-arcsec dihedral angle Qffeet. At 6943 A the intensity is sligbfly higher at the
0.7&-arcsec offset. As can b« seen from Teble 8, the energy is concentrated in the
center of the pattern for small dihedral ang'.o offsets and shifts outward as the offset
is increased. At 6943 A ihe pattern is wider than at 5320 A due to diffraction effects,
and, in fact, the dihedral angle offset is not really essential at 6943 A. The phase
changes duo to total internal reflection at the back faces also help to widen the pattern
at both wavelengths. At 5320 A, the diffraction pattern is sharper than at 6943 A, and
it is possible to obtain a better concentration of energy in the desired rauge of velocity
aberration. Using a mixture of dihedral angle offsets with en average of 1.25 arcsec
reduces the gain in the annulus compared to hav'jig all the offsets 1.25 arcsec. The
effect is greater at 5320 A because the pattern is sharper at this wavelength. The
results for a mixture of offsets are probably more representative of the behavior of
the actual array. Multiplication of the gains for linear polarization and mixed offsets
P oby the area for each wavelength gives cross secttcns of i.03 X10 m and
0.90X106 m2 at 5320 A and C943 A, respectively (13.0 X 106 m2 and 11.3Xl06m2
in standard cross section units).
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Table 8. Average gain in the 32-41 jirad annulus for the










































The range corrections presented in this section give the difference between the
range that would be measured to a point reflector at the center of the satellite and
the range measured to the retroreflector array. All values are for the incoherent
case. The effect of coherent interference is discussed in Section 11. The centroid of
the tital reflected energy (which can be measured only in the laboratory) is 0.2394 m
from the center of the satellite. When diffraction is taken into account, the centroid
moves to about 0.2425 m. For long incident pulses, the range correction Is the same
for all pulse detection methods because there is negligible pulse distortion. For short
pulses, the range correction is a function of pulse length for methods other than cen-
troid detection. The table below gives range corrections (m) computed for three
«pulse lengths usirg the reflectivity curve for 5320 A in Figure 6 (Section 6).
























Tables 14 and 15, and Figure 10 give the centroid range correction matrices, the
range correction vs velocity aberration, and contour plots of the range correction
matrices. The Information is for the same conditions a-id in the same formats as the
gain information in Section 9. The range correction va velocity aberration in Table 15
is plotted at a scale of one millimeter per horizontal print position. The contour plots
of Figure 10 are plotted using the codes in Table 11 below.
Circles of radius 32 and 41 prad are drawn to mark the minimum and maximum
velocity aberration. The average value of the range correction in the 32- to 41-fired
annulus is listed for each case in Table 12.
105





















Table 12. Averrge range correction In the 32-41 jirad annulus for various cases.
" 5
. 6. i

















































The range corrections for pulso detection methods other than ccntroid have been
computed at selected points in the far Held to see how much these corrections vary
with velocity aberration. The results are given ta Table 13. The standard deviation
of the corrections computed (excluding the point at the center of the diffraction pattern)
was 1.?, mm for centroid detection, 1.0 mm for half area, 0.9 mm for peak, and
0.7 mm for half maximum detection, and the average values were 0.2429, 0.2456,
0.2490, and 0.2509 m, respectively. A single dihedral angle of 1.25 arcsecs was
used.
In summary, xhe range correction for Lageos for centroid detection is about
0.2425 m for-all pulse lengths and wavelengths. For other pulse detection methods,
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Table 15. Centrold range correction vs. velocity aberration. The average and rras deviation
are computed around a circle in the far field whose radius is the velocity aberra-




































DIHEDRAL ANGLE .75 WAVELpNGTH 5320





























Table 15-2. Ltaear polarization.
DIHEDRAL ANGLE 1.25 ViAVELENGTM 5320





















































Table IS-3. Linear polarization.
DIHEDRAL ANGLE U75 WAVELENGTH 5320






























































Table 15-4. Linear polarization, mixed dihedral angles.
































Table 15-5, Linear polarization.
DIHEDRAL ANGLE .73 WAVELENGTH 6943






























































































Table 18-6. Llneai poUriiatioo.

















































Table 15-7. Linear polarization.




























Table 15-8. Linear polarization, mteed difaedrel angles.
DIHEDRAL ANGLE T7H WAVELENGTH 6943















































































Table 15-9. Circular polarization,
DIHEDRAL. ANGLE .75 WAVELENGTH 5320
- l






Table 15-10, Circular polarization.
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Table 16-11. Circular polarization.
DIHEDRAL ANGLE 1*75 WAV£i.FNGTH 5320






Table 15-12. Circular polarization, mixed dihedral angles.
DIHEDRAL ANGuE "HI? WAVELENGTH 5320
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Table 15-13. CJrcular polarization.
DIHEDRAL ANGLE .75 WAVELFNGJH 6943















































Table 15-14. Circular polarization.
DIHEDRAL ANGLE 1.25 WAVELENGTH 6943
AVERAGE RANGE CORRECTION (METERS)
Re M.S. FLUCTUATION
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Table 15-15. Circular polarization.
DtHEOKAL ANGLE l«75 WAVELENGTH 6943






















































































Table 15-16. Circular polarization, mixed diksdral angles.
DlHfDRAL ANGLE 175? WAVELENGTH 6943










10. Contour plot* oj Uw certnjtd rwgo correction m«lr*ee« glvtm In T«eU> 14 Clrelc* of radlua M dnd 41 »rod »re «hwm to nwrti
Uw mlalmum ami mMlliura «h»» u( U» vtlocltr »b»rr»l!oii T«bl« 11 Ittu Iho ranjo corrrrtloo cormpaMltna lo the nuroU.r»
uxd to loart nch onotoor. Tho poUrtf«Uoo,dlhcdr»l «n«Ui oft»rt &.w>d wmvelnip* k «ro given (or rorf. nK"m. »P""- 10-1.
Linear i»Urtuuoo, 6>^~7!-, k.- &S20 A
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Mjuro 10-2 Linear potenutloo, 5 • IMS. X - Mio X
\Figure 10-3. Uoeu poUrliiUon, t - l"75, X > U20 A.
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Figure 10 8. Uw«r poll runt Ion, t.iTTS, K • 6M3 A.
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figure lO-». Linear poUnuUon, J. • i"75, V • 694* A.
te*















1. Circular foUntitlon, t« l"75, »« 5370 X
Figure 10-12. Circular polarization. 6 •= f.'ZS (mixed dihedrat anglct.), V « 5320 A.
,1





\Figure 10-14 Circular i<ok.nmjon. 6 • I"J5, v " 694J A.
Filture 1<MS. ClroiUr poUrluUon. f,« i775 V - 6M3 X.
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FVpine ID-16. ClrcuUr poUrlutloo, f . |V*S (mUod djhednl angle*), I • 69*3 A.
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"PAGE MISSING FROM AVAILABLE VERSION"
11. EFFECT OF OPTICAL COHERENCE
The range corrections given in Section 10 were derived by adding the intensities
of the reflections from each cube corner to construct the return pulse. Since slight
changes in the direction of illumination of the satellite give different phase relation-
ships among the reflections from individual cube corners, the shape and strength of
the laser echo from Lageos varies from pulse to pulse ' hen the individual reflections
are added coherently. The variation of the return energy is described by the Rayleigh
distribution. The effect on the range correction for various pulse lengths and pulse
detection methods has been analyzed by constructing a set of coherent returns by using
a pseudo random number generator to assign phases to the individual reflections. It
can be shown mathematically that the incoherent centroid range correction is the
average of the coherent centroid range corrections when each pulse Is weighted by its
intensity. This result is only approximately true for other pulse detection methods.
Table 1C gives a statistical summary of the set of coherent range corrections
constructed for three different pulse lengths. The table lists the coherent-average
minus the incoherent value (A), the standard deviation of an individual pulse (or)t the
number of coherent returns in the sample (N), the standard deviation of the average
(tr = <r//I^, and the ratio of the difference A to the standard deviation of the meui
(<r_). The last column is a measure of the statistical significance of A. The varia-
tion of the range correction (er) due to coherent interference increases as the pulse
length increases, and reaches a value of about 40 mm for the 20-nsec pulse length.
The greatest variations occur for the weakest pulses. When each return is weighted
by its intensity, the standard deviation of a pulse of average energy is found to be on
the order of 10 mm. For long pulses, the return pulse shape is nearly the same as
the transmitted pulse shape. As a result, there is no difference between the range
correction for different pulse detection methods and no lilas in the average coherent
range correction. For the shortest pulse length (0.2 nsec), there is a small but
statistically significant bias in the coherent average for all pulse detection methods,
which is made possible by the asymmetry of the contributions to the return along the
line of sight. Weighting by signal strength removes all the bias for centroid detection,
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Table 16. Difference between the average range correction for a set of coherent
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is in nsecs; A, v, and o are in mm.
£. cr N <rm
Centroid, Equal Weighting
-2.16 8.67 400 0.43
0.09 26.07 1000 0.82
-2.01 37.17 1000 1.18
Centroid, Weighted by Signal Strength
0.04 7.CU 400 0.35
0.02 10.81 100U 0.34
-0.23 11.34 1000 0.36
Half -Area, Equal Weighting
-2.55 10.07 400 0.50
0.02 28.27 1000 0.89
-2. 1C 40.17 1000 J.27
Half-Area, Weighted by Signal Strength
-0.82 7.72 400 0.39
-0.01 10.81 1000 0.34
-0.24 11.32 1000 0.36
Half -Maximum, Equal Weight
"•
-3.47 9.84 400 0.49
0.34 26.78 10CO 0.85
-2.43 44.82 1000 1.42
Half-Maximum, Weighted by Signal Strength
-2.54 6.93 400 0.35
-0.16 10.51 1000 0.33
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Figure II gives some sample coherent and Incoherent pulse shapes for three
pulse lengths. Only one coherent return is given for the 20- and 5-nsec pulse lengths
since the effect of coherent interference ia primarily a displacement of the pulse
rather than a distortion of the shape for long pulses. Ten sample coherent-pulses are
given at 0.2 nsec. The position, in meters, listed in the first column of Figure 11,
is measured with respect to the center of the pulse that would be received from a
point reflector at the center of gravity of the satellite. The intensity in the second
column is in normalized units such that the area under the curve is equal to the signal
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12. ACCURACY OF RESULTS
Individual range measurements to the Lageos retro reflector array can vary due
to a number of factors. Some variations are random and some systematic. The
design goal accuracy of ±5 mm refers to systematic errors since truly random errors
can be averaged out in analysis. In practice, photon quantization at the detector is
the largest single source of r£ndom noise and depends on signal level and pulse length.
For example, a single photoelectron return gives an rms range variation of 1.3, 0.3,
and 0.013 m at pulse lengths of 20, 5, and 0.2 nsec, respectively. The largest single
source of noise due to the satellite itself is coherent interference among the reflections
from individual cube corners, which produces a noise of about 1 cm at the pulse
lengths considered if weighting by signal strength is used (Section 11). In principle,
if the pulse length were shorter than the distance between cube corners along the line
of sight, there would be no coherent interference. Calculating the return signal so
that the :ange correction can be determined recjuires knowing the position and reflec-
tivity of eac'a cube corner contributingJa-Jthe return. The range correction at a point
in the far field pattern is a function of the intensity of the diffraction pattern of each
cube corner at that point and the position of the cube corner along the line of sight.
The positions of the cube corners on the satellite and the variation of the configuration
of the cube corners from different viewing directions contribute an uncertainty of about
1 mm (Section 7). The primary source of systematic errors in computing the range
correction is the variation of the range correction with position in the far field. The
magnitude of the effect for Lageos can be seen from the range contour plots in Figure 10 x
of Section 10. In an attempt to estimate the effect of manufacturing tok-rances on the
range correction, calculations have been done for dihedral angle offsets of 0.75, 1.25,
and 1.75 arcsec. The uncertainty in the offset is one of the primary manufacturing
tolerances to be considered. Other factors affecting the far field pattern are surface
curvature, material inhomogeneitics, and thermal gradients that produce refractive
index gradients. Optical testing of the cube corners under the expected thermal condi-
tions snowed that the variation in performance of an individual cube corner under
different thermal conditions is in general less than the variation from one cube comer
to another due to manufacturing differences. Looking at the range contour plots for
177
-different dihedral angle offsets, wavelengths, and polarizations of the incident
illumination shows that the extreme variations in the range correction within the
annulus are from a high of about 0.2450 m to a low of about 0.2380, which gives peak-
to-peak error limits of about plus 2 or 3 mm to minus 4 or 5 mm. Looking only at
the plots for a mixture of angles whose mean is 1.25 arcsec, the extremes are from
plus 2 or 3 mm to minus 2 or 3 mm. This is probably the best estimate of the range
uncertainty since it should be a reasonable approximation for modeling the actual
array.
The calculation of range corrections for other pulse detection methods at selected
points in the far field shows that half-maximum and peak detection are more stable
over the far field pattern than centroid or half-area detection for short pulses. The
histogram in Figure 7 (Section 8) shows that the return energy is strongly peaked
toward the front of the array. Half-maximum detection with a short pulse effectively
detects the earliest part of the return whose location is well defined. In practice,
strong signals v/ould be required to take advantage of this fact, since the probability
distribution for a single photoelectron is the ensrgy distribution shown in the histogram,
and the mean position of a photoelectron is the centroid.
Tn summary, the range corrections presented in this report arc estimated to be





I 13. INFRARED TRANSFER FUNCTION
The infrared array carried by the L»?geos satellite was designed to provide
coverage from any direction of illumination with a minimum of interference between
the reflections frdn different cube corners. Germanium was chose for the material
because its high index of refraction gives each cube corner a very large viewing angle
so that only a small number of reflectors are required. The material has the dis-
advantage that it becomes opaque at around 100* C, \vhich occurs if the cube corner
faces the sun. An accurate range correction to the center of the satellite requires
knowing the orientation of the satellite. In principle, the orientation can be deter-




The four infrared cube corners are positioned to form an approximate tetrahedron.
One cube is at the north polo and the other three are in the- third row below the equator
in holes 1, 11, and 21. The coordinates of each cube are given in Section 3. For a
perfect tetrahedron, the central angle between any pair of vertices is I09.°47122. The
central angle between all pairs of infrared cube corners is listed in Table 17. The
cubes are numbered starting with the pole cube as 1 and the cubes in holes 1, U, and
21 of the third row below the equator as cubes 2, ?, and 4, respectively.
















Since the back faces are uncoated, the infrared reflectors depend or» total internal
reflection. The minimum incidence angle <}> at which total internal reflection can be
lost is given by the formula
(J>c = sin"1 (n sin 4/J ,
where
<{/, = tan"1 JZ - sin"1 (1/ii)
The index of refraction is n'= 4.00 for germanium so that the cutoff angle after
entering the froiit surface is <j>' = 40^258. The angle outbide the cube corner is
c
$c = sin"1 (2.5849) .
Since the sine of the cutoff angle 6 is greater than unity, npjoss 01 total internal
reflection occurs.
The reflectivity of the infrared cube corners is listed in Table 18 and plotted in
Figure 12 as a func'ion of the incidence angle 4> for 0 = 0, \vhere the angles 0 and <? are
defined in Figure 4 (Section G). Since the front face is circular and no loss of total
internal reflection occurs, the reflectivity is nearly independent of 0. Theie is a slight
dependence on 0 due to polarization effects. The reflecied energy- is largely in the
same polarization state ac the inpi ' illumination, although somo depolarization does
occur as shown in Table 19. Except at normal incidence, the reflection losses at the
front face are a strong function uf the input polarization. The return is strongest
when the electric vector it? parallel to the plane of incidence and weakest whrn it is
perpendicular. The signal for circular polarisation is at least half as strong as the
return for parallel polarization. The reflectivity listed is the average in the annulus
between 32 and 41 urad from the center of the pattern. This is close to the top of the
central lobe of the diflraction pattern, which is fairly wide at this long wavelength. The
intensity has been normalized to the peak of the Airy diffraction pattern, which is the
pattern for a perfect circular reflector. Reflection losses at the front face, and phase
changes due to total internal reflection, -.vhich nprcad the pattern, together account for
the fact that the intensity is down by about a factor of five from the center of the Airy





The cross section is AI*G.orQOO where R is the reflectivity from Table 18. At normal
incidence the cross section is 2.55 X 10 m (in standard units of gain and cross
section we have 4ir X 2. 55 X lo3 m2 = 3. 2 X 104 m£).
•7
Table 18. The reflectivity in units of A/\" for the Lageos infrared cube corners for
input illumination, which is polarised parallel or perpendicular to plane
of incidence or circularly polari/ed.
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"Figure 12. The reflectivity of the Lageos infrared cube corners in units of A/\ . The
top curve is for input illumination parallel to the plane of incidence, the
bottom curve for perpendicular to the plane of incidence, and the middle
curve for circularly polarized ill'unination.
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the same polarization state as the incident illumination and the orthogonal
polarization state for some sample cases.
Reflected intensity
Incidence Transmitted Original Orthogonal




60 Linear (E ( ()
60 Linear (E )
0.2207 0.000012




The transmission factor uf the germanium cube corners decreases rapidly as
the temperature of the material increases. The distance traveled by the ray inside
the material varies from 5.57 to 5.75 cm. In Table 20, the absorption coefficient
per centimeter, and the transmission factor for the cube comer are listed for various
temperatures using a path length of 5. 7 cm.














































The transmission factor should be included in the constant TJ when computing
signal strengths using the formula in Section 5. Thermal vacuum tests run on two of tht
infrared cube corners gave temperatures of 104.4 and 106.7 °C with full solar illum-
ination. The cube corners would be opaque at this temperature. With the solar illum-
ination reduced by the factor 1/ir, the temperatures fell to 55.5 and 52.8 °C for the two
cubes. This Illumination corresponds to an incidence angle of 71°4. With no solar
illumination, the temperatures were 12T2 and 26?6. In conclusion, the cube corners
should operate well except when they are facing close to the direction of the sun.
By use of the reflectivity curve for the cube corners, calculations have been done
to determine the probability over all possible viewing angles of obtaining single,
double, and triple reflections. A return is considered double or triple if more than
0.1% of the reflected energy comes from a second or third cube corner. The results
are tabulated for various cutoff intensities of the total signal (Table 21). The cutoff
intensity is relative to the strongest return that can be obtained, which occurs when one
cube corner is normal to the incident illumination. The results are shown for circular
and linear polarization. A range of values is obtained for linear polarization sLice
the reflectivity depends on the polarization angle. Strong returns are more likely
to be singlej and weak returns are more likely to be multiple.
Table 21. Probability over all viewing directions of getting single or multiple reflec-












































If the angle between the incident illumination and the normal to the front face of
the infrared cube corner is known, the range correction from the apparent reflection
point to the center of the satellite can be computed from the formula




C = the infrared range correction,
R = the distance from the center of the satellite to the front face of the cube
corner (29.807 cm),
$ = the incidence angle of the illumination on the cube corner,
L = the length of the cube corner from vertex to face (2.78384 cm).
n = the index of refraction (4.0).
The first term is the- position of the center of the front face of the cube corner along
the line of sight, and the second term is the correction for optical pnth length in the
cube corner. The range correction as a function of incidence angle is listed in Table
22. The negative values for large incidence angles indicate that the apparent reflec-
tion point is behind the center of the satellite. This eflcct is due to the optical path
length in the cube corner.
Coherent interference can occur in the infrared reflection from Lagcos in two
different \\ays>: The reflections from two or more cube corners can interfere \\ith
each other or multiply ictroreflected beams from the same cube corner can interfere
with each other. The beat frequency due to the first effect is 2 AC/\, where X. is the
wavelength and AC as the rate of change of the difference in the range corrections for
the two cube corners. The second effect is due to the fact that some of the radiation
is reflected back into the cube corner vach time a beam exits from the front face.
A pulse of radiation therefore produces a train of reflected pulses each of lower inten-
sity than the previous one. Alternate reflections arc in the same direction as the
incident beam. The reflections arc of significant inlcr»sity because of the high index
of refraction of germanium. The optical path length diflerencc between the primary
retroreflected beam and the next beam, \\hich is parallel to the incident lx?am, is >*
185 I ,
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Table 22. Infrared range correction vs the angle between the incident illumination and












































































































































































n = the Index of refraction (4.0),
L = the length of the cube corner (2.78384 cm),
<j> = the incidence angle on the cube corner,
<)>' = the angle of the beam after refraction at the front face.
As the angle of incidence on the cube corner changes, the optical path length between
the two retroreflected beams changes. The beat frequency due to this change is
4Ln" sin $ cos
The cutoff angle for this interference is 66? 59 because the active reflecting area for
secondary rctrorcflection goes to zero at this angle.
In order to use infrared data for deriving satellite positions to an accuracy better
than 10 cm, it it. necessary lo know the orientation of the satellite. The orientation
and angular velocity of the satellite affect 'he return signal in various v,-ays that can,
in principle, be used to infer the orientation as a function of time. If the satellite is
spinning rapidly compared to the orbital frequency, the reflected intensity and meas-
ured range to each cube corner vary periodically. However, if the spin rate is low,
or the change in orientation of the satellite relative to the observer i*> due only to the
orbital motion, the variations in range and intensity \vould be difficult to separate
from the variations due to orbital motion or other factors. The coherent interference
between pairs of cube corners provides a precise measure of the c'.iange in distance
to the two cube corners along the line oi sight. The coherent interference between the
primary and secondary retroreflected signals from one cube corner is a function of the
incidence angle of the illumination on the cube corner. The rate of change of phase
with incidence angle is zero at normal incidence and reaches a maximum value of
o
24 cycles/dog at 4G° for a \\avelcngth of 10(5000 A. F<ct>pt at normal incidence, tin-
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reflected intensity for linearly polarized illumination is a function of the angle of the
polarization, vector with respect to the plane of incidence on the cube corner. If the
plane of polarization is rotated, the maximum intensity will occur when the polariza-
tion vector is in the plane of incidence, and the minimum will occur when it is
perpendicular. The ratio of the maximum to tbe minimum is a function of the angle
of incidence. Aside from an ambiquity of 180° in azimuth, such a measurement indi-
cates the angle between the line of sight and the normal to the cube corner, and the
azimuth of the cube comer about ..he line of si£,ht.
188
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